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6 STEPS IN SAFETY
FOR QUALITY MANAGEMENT
1. SUBMISSION
An issue is identified
Find it
2. RISK ASSESSMENT
Probability and Severity
How quickly do we need to fix this?
3. ROOT CAUSE ANALISYS
What is the real problem?
4. CORRECTIVE ACTION (CAPA)
How can we reduce the risk to an acceptable level,
now and long term?
Fix it
5. CLOSING
Completed Corrective Action is approved
6. QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECK
Is the Corrective Action effective?
Did it introduce an unintended hazard?
Check it
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MAF Safety and Quality Seminar
by Jon Egeler

L

Quite a number of subjects were covered, including philosophy
of safety, safety/quality process, human factors, Web Manuals, accident
evidence preservation, airstrip inspection/audit process, respirators
and personal protective equipment, and philosophical changes in a
changing world. MSI was especially interesting in seeing how MAF
uses and integrates Argus Prism software in what they do, as well as
how safety and quality personnel are trained.
We were very grateful for being invited, and learned a great deal.
It was great to catch up with old friends and classmates, and to get to
know many others who are working in the safety and quality areas of
their flight programs.

Representatives of JAARS, MSI and MAF

yle Reffey and I had the privilege of attending Mission Aviation
Fellowship’s Safety and Quality Seminar in Nampa in February.
Over 30 people were in attendance, including representatives from MAF’s
flight programs around the world, along with some invited guests from
MSI, JAARS, and Moody Aviation. This annual seminar is designed to
help provide training for MAF’s Safety and Quality Managers and also
Accountable Managers. This year’s event was a bit unusual in that there
were so many additional guests present.

MSI
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SAMAIR Bolivia
by Jim Brownlee

T

he SAMAIR Bolivia operation has moved. A few years ago the airport
where they were operating from was sold and they had to move to a
new location that is about a 35 minute drive from the city of Santa Cruz.
The old hangar was disassembled and then reassembled at the new location.
They now have a very nice hangar and office at the new operations base.
One of the highlights during the audit for Diana and
me was the invitation to a lunch hosted by a local Bolivian
church thanking the SAMAIR staff for an outreach trip that
they had done a few months ago. One of the pastors had a
dream about an indigenous tribe that needed to be reached
with the gospel. The pastors asked SAMAIR for help and the
SAMAIR team coordinated a trip over some very rough roads
and then on a river to reach an airstrip near the tribe. After
arriving at the airstrip in the boat one of the pilots evaluated
the airstrip and the other pilot was able to fly in and land
there. The Bolivian pastors were able to meet with the chief of
the tribe and he invited them to come back.They are planning
another trip to the village in the near future and have plans to
put Bolivian missionaries in the village by next year.
SAMAIR Bolivia is flying the only mission aviation
Angel aircraft. The aircraft was imported about 3 years ago
and is now operating under Bolivian registry. They also
have a Cessna 206 that is not being used in the operation.
There are currently two pilots in Bolivia. Recently
SAMAIR has begun facing some significant challenges
in getting pilots certified in Bolivia. They were able to get
the newest pilot his Bolivian pilot’s license only after he
completed a Private Pilot training course in Bolivia. This
was time consuming, but some good contacts were made
in the local aviation community. Two additional families
are expected to be operational in Bolivia in the next few
years. The additional staff will be a big encouragement to
the families that are there now. As a mission community,
we need to be holding them up in prayer as they face the
challenges of obtaining their Bolivian licenses.

Please pray for the SAMAIR staff as they continue
to serve the people of Bolivia and for the Bolivian
church and pastors as they reach out into this new area.
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Moody Aviation Safety Seminar
by Jon Egeler

F

or over 40 years, Moody Aviation has been putting on a Safety
Seminar in early March. Since MSI’s inception, we have been
partnering with Moody to help organize and host the seminars,
and this year was no exception.
This year was somewhat different than it has been in previous years, as the focus was less on the technical and more on the
non-technical side of things. The theme was Work and Rest: How
Human Factors Affect Safety. The primary presenter was Dr. Michael Kibbe, the Dean of Great Northern University (GNU) in Spokane and a Bible professor for many years. GNU is a recent start-up
formed to fill the need left when Moody Bible Institute closed its
Biblical Studies campus in Spokane.
Dr. Kibbe presented a number of sessions on the biblical view
of work and rest, including what ministry means. Jon Egeler also
presented on the hazards of overwork, enjoying work, and the im-

portance of getting enough rest. There were a number of break-out
sessions covering burnout, distractions, living well with chronic
health problems, knowing what restores you, exercise and eating
well, and work and spiritual disciplines.
The reception to the sessions was quite positive, with plenty
of discussion generated. Most of the sessions were recorded on video, and are available to the missionary aviation community. Contact Robert King at MSI (rking@msisafety.org) for the links.
On Saturday, Moody Aviation hosted an Inspection Authorization (IA) renewal seminar, and Jon Egeler gave a presentation
on Critical Maintenance (see article in this issue). Quite a bit of
discussion was generated on whether an aircraft needs to be signed
off as airworthy before or after a required Return to Service (RTS)
flight (hint: it’s after, but FAA inspectors often get confused by the
word “operate” in 14 CFR 91.407 as opposed to “flies”—look it up!)
MSI

MSI 2018 Financial Report

Income
Memberships		
Contributions		
Program Support
Donated Services
Other		
Total Income

Expense
74,960
89,308
113,247
119,425
28,752
425,692

Staff & Program Support 208,294
Donated Services
119,425
Management & General
72,954
Fund Raising
9,249
Total Expenses
409,922
Net Increase in Assets
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15,770

MSI Safety Concern No. 12
Critical Maintenance

I

n this long-running series of articles, we discuss some of
the areas of concern that we have observed during our visits, safety audits, conversations, and investigations. The subject of this issue’s article concerns properly managing risk
during maintenance activities.
To start off, we need to acknowledge that not all maintenance tasks involve the same level of risk. If you were to do
a risk analysis of maintenance tasks, there are a number of
them that could have severe or catastrophic consequences if
not performed correctly.

RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
SEVERITY
PROBABILITY

Catastrophic
(1)		

Critical
(2)		

Marginal
(3)		

Negligible
(4)

Frequent
(A )

High

High

Serious

Medium

Probable
(B )

High

High

Serious

Medium

Occasional
(C)

High

Serious

Medium

Low

Remote
(D )

Serious

Medium

Medium

Low

Improbable
(E)

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Eliminated
(F )

Eliminated
US DOD, 2012 Image

Due to the nature of aviation, there are some inherent risks to operating machinery a mile or more
above the earth’s surface and incorrect or careless
maintenance can bring these risks into play. 47 years
ago this month, missionary aviation got a rude awakening when an in-flight fire started due to a fuel line
fitting not getting properly tightened, and seven people perished when the wing burned off before they
could land. This led to the nearly universal practice
of double inspections on flight controls, fuel lines,
and certain torques, which was a very good thing. It
brought most of missionary aviation closer to the rest

of the aviation industry (airline, commercial, military)
in this area of maintenance practice, but based on our
observations, we feel that there is still need for further
improvement. Simply having a second set of eyes look
over work done in those areas is certainly a step in the
right direction, but does not go far enough.
If you look at most risk analysis charts, items
with potentially catastrophic severity still fall into a
Medium risk level even with an Improbable likelihood
of occurrence. Most organizations would not accept
a Medium risk level as acceptable for normal operations, so something further must be done.
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Continued on next page

Here is what we are proposing:
1. Define Critical Maintenance as that task —or
tasks—which have a likelihood that someone could get
hurt or killed if the maintenance task was not done correctly, or the part that is being worked on or inspected failed.
This is a common sense way to identify Catastrophic or Severe consequences on the risk analysis chart. When you do
this, you will find that the list of Critical Maintenance items
is considerably longer than most lists of items requiring a
double inspection.
2. Establish a Critical Maintenance policy in your
Maintenance Operations Manual (or equivalent) requiring special procedures when performing Critical Maintenance:
a. Proper Mindset—ensure the personnel
performing the maintenance are fully aware of the critical nature of the work, its possible consequences, and are
fully engaged and concentrating on the work. Much like a
professional athlete “gets in the zone” before attempting a
very demanding and difficult task, we should have some
routines set up to do the same.
b. Proper training and experience—14 CFR
65.81a is an often overlooked regulation that requires
maintenance personnel to gain experience under the supervision of someone else who has had experience before
performing a task. This is especially important during Critical Maintenance. In addition, you are required to clearly
understand any manufacturer’s instructions or manuals
before attempting the work. Read the directions! More
than once! It just makes sense.
c. Proper equipment and tools—using the proper equipment and tools, and ensuring they are calibrated
and in good condition, is essential.
d. Minimize distractions—distractions come
in many forms, and can prove to be deadly, as we learned
from the crash 47 years ago, and many since then. Cell
phones, visitors, loud noise, adjacent activity, poor lighting, heat or cold, and other things can keep us from fully
concentrating or keeping track of where we are in the task.
Set policies to protect the technicians performing Critical
Maintenance tasks, such as prohibiting cell phones, having
others head off visitors or interruptions, marking the area
or people involved with signage or special vests, and having someone else take expected phone calls.
e. Double inspections (RII or Required Inspection Items)—upon completion of the task (or at stages
during it if part or all of it will be unable to be checked
afterward due to being covered up or inaccessibility, etc.),
Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892 FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org www.msisafety.org

have someone else check your work. Preferably this should
be a qualified individual who understands what has been
done and can critically review that the task has been completed correctly. Review the whole job, not just the safety
wire on the turnbuckle or fastener! Check that the system
worked on functions correctly (see the next point). Make
sure the inspector takes it seriously and is not just taking
a cursory look—they need to understand that lives are at
stake. Consider making it a friendly challenge, so that the
technician makes it his goal that the inspector not be able
to find anything wrong and the inspector makes it his goal
to find something amiss. This also brings up a common
misunderstanding we find often regarding proper double
inspections of critical torques of fasteners. Just going back
over tightened fasteners with a torque wrench only tells
you they are not loose, not that they have been torqued
correctly. The proper procedure is:
i. Technician—Find documentation of the
correct torque for that fastener and set the torque wrench
to that value. Call the inspector over.
ii. Inspector—Check the documentation
(correct document, up to date, correct torque for that
fastener), the torque wrench (calibrated, set correctly)
iii. Inspector observes the torque being
applied by the technician.
This procedure will ensure that both the technician and inspector are certain that the fastener
was torqued to the correct value.
f. Functional checks—ensure that after work
is completed, a complete test of the system that was worked
on is done to verify that it is working correctly. This may
involve running the engine(s) or even a maintenance test
flight. The aircraft should never be released for return to
service unless the maintenance technician is sure that it is
operating correctly and has verified that it does!
You may feel that these are common sense things, and
they are, but we are concerned because in all of our visits to
many aviation programs around the world, few if any of the
programs we have observed are doing all of these things.
We receive regular reports of slip-ups, but are fortunate
missions have not lost an aircraft recently due to critical
maintenance failures. We certainly don’t want to wait for
that to occur before making improvements. Remember,
lots of people are counting on us to do the right thing and

Make Safety a Way of Life!
Jon Egeler
President/CEO

Safety Net is published periodically by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed.
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate.
Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in such
manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However,
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized.

